Never since that day of days in 1492
when the daring navigator Columbus
sailed upon his voyage of discovery
from Pllos - and by his voyage of discovery linked the New World with the Old World has the
sailing of a ship meant as
much to humanity as the ship
named in honor of our first
President and bearing the
name of the great champion of
American ideals in the life of
the world and his mission
dice the hopes and aspirations
of a century of striving and sacrifice
upon the front of humanity.
As lovers of Peace and advocates of Justice we earnestly hope for the success
Against these destructive forces, humanity not only demands but requires protection to the end that war in future be made impossible. Permanent world peace can never be achieved and maintained without freedom of the seas and even admitting that the Allied nations protected Americanism from attack by Germany it is equally true that without America the war would not have been won. America entered the war not only to preserve the honor of our country and preserve the liberties of small nations but to render war impossible in future.
America by her contribution of men, money, munitions, food and gun rights the right to a battle has earned the right to a battle. Wilson's proposals are justified by his idea. Wilson is half of America alone out of humanity. America entertains the war whole heartedly and selflessly and in fortitude by an idealism and strength fortified by an idealism and strength. The world has never seen as the world has never seen. And taught the whole world how and taught the whole world how to principle can fight and die for principle can fight and die for principle. It was my pleasure as Major General to receive the distinguished Boston society leading by the hero French mission headed by the illustrious marshal Joffre.
Accompanying the Marshal, a distinguished French scholar and statesman who informed me on March 25, 1917 that the Spring drive had been a failure and that unless six and sixty days the war was lost.

Eleven days later the President called on Congress for a declaration of war and within sixty days of War was declared by the message delivered of the

The world was thrilled by the

the two million American soldiers who had been going there until

from that day to Nov. 11, when the Armistice was declared, they were in Europe sound of mind, determined of purpose and courageous enough to fight on

the Russian militarism might.
be destroyed and on the ruin of autocracy there might be reared form of order for and by the people of all races of every kind.

The transport are now returning with the wounded some with reason gone and others senseless and legless and others armless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless and others senseless and legless.

In many American homes a mail that carries the return of a loved one awaits the return of a loved one. Beneath the bloody soil where his life was gallantly served and in death he is emplaced.

The recent great war was in a sense a contest to determine the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought and the survival of two schools of thought.
Freedom of the seas can only be interpreted as reducing naval armament of the world. This provision so vital to the security of the world is already under attack by Great Britain on the grounds that it was her naval supremacy that saved the world from the worst of the worst. Despite this fact, it seems that if a naval strength had been in operation, Naval strength would not be required. The universal would not be required to protect even her own territory.

Self-determination in matters of government was accepted by the Allied powers when America entered. It is now to be expected that with them in this war, at least some of the success of the Allied powers.
was asserted that Wilson demanded liberty for the
Slovenes in Austria. Similarly, creating a similar demand for
the right of the other races comprising the Austrian empire.

English statesmen should read history,
the lessons of the past: Persia, Greece, Egypt, Carthage, Spain.

It is within the province of the
allied powers to make the successful termination of this
war a blessing or a curse
to humanity.

The granting and guarantee of self-determination to all peoples
of self-determination and
international tribunal.
Naval and military powers to enforce its decrees paves the way for permanent world peace and failure to adopt this policy can not be other than a curse to the world.